Automate and accelerate with

CI/CD Implementation
and Management
Iterate hassle-freely through our managed CI/CD pipelines
and increase TTM by 20%.

Drive Innovation, Accelerate
Automation With CI/CD
Services
Bring critical development and operational processes together and improve your
delivery pipeline with Simform’s team of DevOps experts. Our CI/CD
implementation and management services are customized to automate your
product releases through rapid iterations to get your business greater ROI.

83%

83% of developers said they're
releasing code faster than ever before

CI/CD is the hallmark of
productive and mature software
processes.
Matthias Marschall,
Director of Engineering at
Google

38%

38% of the 3,650 respondents
said their DevOps
implementations include CI/CD.

The key in such a transition to
continuous delivery is to expect
things to get worse before you'll
be able to make them better.
Kellet Atkinson,
Director of Product at
Dzone.

Our Services
Our cloud architects have expertise in automation, container orchestration,
microservices, health monitoring, and more to provide customized solutions to
help organizations tackle every potential challenge while adopting cloud-native
development.

CI/CD Consulting and Implementation
Implement a working DevOps strategy for quick and continuous integration
and deployment. Simform’s consulting and implementation services help you
accelerate your team productivity and reduce overhead with the best of CI/CD
for your development operations.

CI/CD Pipeline Auditing
Ensure that your CI/CD delivery pipeline is compliant to the best of industry
standards. Our team of DevOps experts ensures that your workflow and
business processes are organized to decrease the possibilities of a faulty
deployment.

Managed CI/CD Services
Our experts help you build a robust CI/CD pipeline and automate redundant
tasks to move development projects from design to production faster and
with more efficiency.

Benefits of Managed CI/CD
Faster time to market

Better code quality

Reduced risk

Smoother path to
production

Faster bug fixes

Tighter feedback loops

Why Simform is the right CI/CD partner?
With more than 10+ years of experience, Simform offers on-demand software solutions
through extended teams. Make your development process agile and cut down costs by up to
50% with our team of DevOps experts.

A pool of talented and experienced experts.
The on-time delivery mindset to get your projects up and running.
Communications and collaboration at every step.
Efficiency through rapid iterations and early feedback.

Ready for the next big leap?
Put software development on autopilot with our
managed CI/CD services.
Schedule a 30 minute,
no-cost consulting call now!

Call: (321) 237-2727
Email: hello@simform.com
www.simform.com

